The Tudors
English

Mild

How many plays did Shakespeare write? Can you list some
of his plays and name some
characters from them?

Maths
Draw a Venn diagram to sort
similarities and differences between life in the Tudor period
and life today.

Topic

Science: Light

Art / DT

Make up a quiz with facts about
the Tudors. Make sure you have
the answers!

Draw a diagram to show how
we see. Label this with key vocabulary.

Research Tudor portraits and
draw a self– portrait in the same
style.

Make a timeline of events and
changes from this period. Use
your knowledge of ordering numTry and include a simile or metabers to make sure the events are
phor you could include.
accurately placed on the timeline.

Create a factual poster that
could be displayed in the classroom about the Tudors. It needs
to be eye-catching!

Do shadows change during the
day? If so, why?

The Tudor rose represents the
Tudor family. Can you create
your own family symbol?

Research food in the Tudor times Create a graph that shows how
– write your own Tudor recipe.
long each of Henry VIII’s lived
for. Please ask your teacher for
Can you correctly punctuate a
graph paper.
bullet point list?
What information can you get
from your graph?
RRSA Article 24

Research an aspect of Tudor life
(homes, culture, music, food,
crime and punishment etc).

Global Goal 2

Hot

Spicy

Write a short story set in the
Tudor times.

Explain your choices.

Ask your teacher for plain paper
if needed.

Write a biography for Isaac New- Using resources you have at
ton. What discoveries did he
home, create your own Tudor
make relating to our topic?
building.

Prepare a lesson (e.g. powerpoint) to teach your classmates
about this.

Each week you must complete one activity from one box on the grid. Homework books are to be handed in every Wednesday morning.
Please mark on the grid which homework has been done by carefully shading in the box with a coloured pencil.

An underlined date and title should be on every piece of homework.
Work should be presented neatly.
A sharp pencil should be used for drawings.
Rulers should be used for drawing straight lines!

(cereal boxes
Etc)

